
The gako quality seal offers following advantages:

• It offers a better traceability of the jar all the way back to the workers who produced each single 
parts and assembled them to a single jar and back to the producer of the material and color com-
ponents. 

• The serial number on the label enables us to react faster to complaints and to implement corrective 
and preventive measures.

• It’s also an security feature: The combination of serial number on the jar and batch number on the 
packaging unit is unique, so that is impossible for criminals to falsify our jars.

• Even without the label on the packaging unit, it is immediately apparent which product it is and 
when the jars has been produced.

• The second date is the usability of the jar including the warranty period of 2 years. After the war-
ranty date, the jar can be used without any loss of quality until the indicated period of use if the 
jars are stored at the correct conditions. Reference samples of articles, which were produced in 
one shift, are stored over a period of two years. This is not required for packaging material, but 
part of the new gako quality promise.

Remove the label from the jar before handout the ointment to the customer.
You can use it for documentation or dispose it if not needed.
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The new label on the gako unguator jars -     
The new Gako quality seal
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